The academic programs of study at Washington University in St. Louis are administered by seven schools: Arts & Sciences, the John M. Olin School of Business, the Sam Fox School of Design & Visual Arts, School of Engineering & Applied Science, School of Law, School of Medicine and Brown School. Within the schools are various divisions of undergraduate and graduate study.

The "day school" divisions at WUSTL represent traditional full-time programs. Evening and part-time divisions are offered in the schools of Arts & Sciences (the University College), Olin Business School, Sam Fox School and Engineering & Applied Science. Enrollment and statistical reporting at the university typically reflects these divisions.

The Office of the University Registrar prepares enrollment statistics for
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<td></td>
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</table>
Student Enrollment

FALL 2013 TOTAL ENROLLMENT: 14,163

- Day school divisions: 12,592
- Evening and part-time divisions: 1,571
- Degree-seeking enrollment: 12,202 full-time and 1,268 part-time students

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

- 6,611 undergraduates enrolled in day school divisions
- 771 undergraduates enrolled in evening and part-time programs

GRADUATE STUDENTS

- 5,981 graduate and professional students enrolled in day school divisions
- 800 graduate and professional students enrolled in evening and part-time programs

Graduation and Degrees

Washington University in St. Louis awards degrees three times a year, at the close of the spring, summer and fall semesters. The Commencement program printed each May includes the names of degree recipients who graduated that spring as well as those who graduated the prior fall and summer.

DEGREES AWARDED

- WUSTL awarded a total of 3,924 degrees in 2012-13:
  - Graduate and professional degrees: 2,334
Undergraduate Retention and Graduation Rates

- Among full-time first-time undergraduate students seeking a bachelor's degree, 97% are retained from the freshman to the sophomore year.
- Our graduation rate for first-time first-year freshmen is 94%.